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Electron formerly known as Atom Shell [5] is an open-source software framework developed
and maintained by GitHub. Electron applications are composed of multiple processes. There is
the "main" process and several "renderer" processes. The main process runs the application
logic, and can then launch multiple renderer processes, rendering the windows that appear on a
user's screen rendering HTML and CSS. Because Electron applications are web applications
running in the Chromium engine, they may be vulnerable to web-related attacks such as
cross-site scripting attacks, through the same attack vectors as a browser e. Chromium or other
internal components Node. Electron applications have been criticized for containing very
significant overhead due to their Chromium dependency. Compared to native applications of
similar functionality, Electron applications take up much more storage and RAM while being
slower and providing a non-native user interface. A number of desktop applications are built
with Electron including: [20]. On October 27, , the community released a port called Electron.
NET for the. NET Core framework. NET developer remains in their usual ecosystem, rather than
using JavaScript. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the article about the subatomic
particle, see Electron. For other uses, see Electron disambiguation. Free and open-source
software portal. Retrieved 8 May Retrieved 3 July Retrieved 16 June I Programmer. Retrieved 3
November Retrieved 26 April Drew DeVault's Blog. Retrieved 2 October Commit Log. Retrieved
13 June Retrieved 15 July Code42 CrashPlan Release Notes. Retrieved 25 April Retrieved 7 July
The GitHub Blog. Several People Are Coding. Retrieved 12 August Retrieved 27 September Ars
Technica. Retrieved 18 November Microsoft free and open-source software FOSS. Microsoft and
open source Shared Source Initiative. Atom Conference XP Family. NET Bio. NET Framework.
NET Gadgeteer. MS-DOS v1. CodePlex GitHub. Hidden categories: Use dmy dates from June All
articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from December
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Linux , macOS and Windows.
IA , x , ARM. MIT License [4]. Future release: v Current stable version: v Older version, yet still
maintained: v Older version, yet still maintained: v9. Old version, no longer maintained: v8. Old
version, no longer maintained: v7. Old version, no longer maintained: v6. Old version, no longer
maintained: v5. Old version, no longer maintained: v4. Old version, no longer maintained: v3.
Old version, no longer maintained: v2. Old version, no longer maintained: v1. Electron works by
combining the Chromium Content Module from the Chromium project, the codebase that
powers the Google Chrome browser, and integrating the node. Out of the box, Electron
understands the same languages that Chrome and node. Developers however, have created a
number of higher-level languages that can be compiled into these base languages. Projects like
Babel , TypeScript , and LESS allow developers to write code more quickly and correctly, and
use features that have perhaps not been fully implemented by browsers. In particular, the
popular React Framework requires an enormous amount of boilerplate build code in order to get
it working with Electron. Similar to BabelJS, electron-compile is configured via a special dotfile ,
called. In order to make Electron natively understand web languages, we need to first intercept
the different ways that Electron loads web content. Intercepting JavaScript loaded via node. We
can see this hook in electron-compile in require-hook. However, we control all content! We want
to create a table mapping the SHA1s of input contents, to the compiled result. We can then
create a write-through cache that persists to disk, where the filenames are the SHA1s of the
input file contents. In order to do this efficiently, we store SHA1s of seen files in a separate
cache file-change-cache. We see compiler-info. Because different versions or compiler options
generate different code, when this input changes, we need to forget about our already-compiled
code. An important facet of this mode is that it creates dummy versions of the compiler classes
in read-only-compiler. Since our FileChangedCache is already seeded with all of the files that
are valid files to load along with their sizes, we can use this to determine what files to load,
without even opening the original files. Want to help Slack solve tough problems and join our
growing team? Check out all our engineering jobs and apply today. Apply now. Just what is
Electron? Lenin was making a philosophical point, but you can view his declaration as
something like a scientific prediction. Just as scientists of his era were discovering that atoms
were made from smaller constituents like electrons, so too, he said, would we eventually find
that the electron was made from even smaller components. But so far, despite more than a
century of work by scientists including many presumably extra-motivated Soviets , we still have
no indication that the electron is made from anything else, or that it has any internal structure.
As has been discussed here before , the typical size of an atom is given by the Bohr radius:.
Second, there is the kinetic energy of the electron. In the balanced state that is an atom, and are
about the same, which means that. If you insist on this point of view, then what can you say
about the size of the ball? To see why this is true, imagine the hypothetical process of
assembling your tiny charged ball from a bunch of smaller pieces, each with a fraction of the

total charge. This classical radius, by the way, works out to be about the same size as the
typical size of an atomic nucleus. Remember, for example, that electrical currents create
magnetic fields:. So a spinning charged sphere also creates magnetic fields by virtue of the
movement of its charge-containing surface:. People imagined that the little electron was
actually spinning. A problem arises with this picture pretty quickly, though. If the sphere is
spinning very quickly, then is large, and the equator of the sphere is moving at a very fast
speed. We know, however, that nothing can move faster than the speed of light including,
presumably, the waistline of an electron. In particular, if you set , and require that , then you get
that the size of the electron must be bigger than. This is about a thousand times larger than the
classical electron radius. The Compton wavelength is more or less the smallest distance to
which you can confine an electron. At this point you may start to feel like none of the above
estimates for the electron size seems meaningful. I know of two types of experiments that
qualify as saying something about the electron size. The idea is that, perhaps, the electron does
not always have its charge arranged in a perfectly spherical way. This means that either the
electron is an extremely symmetric object for example, a very perfect sphere or its size is
smaller than about meters. Another set of experiments looks for corrections to the way that the
electron interacts with the vacuum. If the electron were to have a finite size, then this would
alter its interaction with the vacuum a little bit, and the magnetic moment would very slightly
change relative to our theories based on size-less electrons. So far, however, experiments have
seen no evidence of such an effect. But this brings up the last, and strangest, question: what is
the smallest conceivable length that anything can have? Nonetheless, we do know that there is
a length scale below which our most basic theories of the universe stop making sense. At
distances smaller than the Planck length, we are unable to describe even what empty space is
like. As I understand it, the Planck length problem can be viewed like this. Our modern
understanding of the vacuum i. This means that empty space is essentially full of photons of all
conceivable energies and with all conceivable wavelengths. It should therefore be possible to
convert that energy, if only for a brief instant, into a large mass. After a short time , the mass
will have to disappear again and give its energy back to the vacuum. If that mass is large
enough, though, it can create a small black hole. This starts to be a real problem when gets as
large as the wavelength of the photon that first created the black hole, because then the black
hole can consume the original photon and all other photons with smaller wavelength. If very
short length scales exist, then very high energy photons exist. But if high energy photons exist,
then they should be able to create, for a brief moment, very high masses. Those high masses
will create black holes. And those black holes will eat up all the high energy photons. If you
work through the chain of algebra above, this will bring you to a length scale of. Because
sometimes those heretical questions lead you through all sorts of interesting ideas, ranging
from from meters down to meters. Excellent post! Excellent blog! Intuitively ha! How can a truly
dimensionless point have properties? Unless reality is math, maybe? Or if this were a simulated
reality? There is something lyrically beautiful about all such being vibration modes of one thing.
Matter and energy pretty clearly seem quantized. Perhaps time and space are not? Pity the
Planck level is so far down. Secretly, I have some similar feelings. The great Landau thought
that quantum mechanics was an incomplete theory that would one day be replaced with
something more correct. But in recent decades there has been a push to just accept QM as
literally, exactly true. I personally hope proponents of that perspective turn out to be wrong.
And we seem stuck with quantum weirdness like entanglement as fact. It would appear we have
quantum mechanics because it gives answers. But it is not an understanding of what is
occurring. Perhaps one day we will know. Electromagnetism is then interpreted as motion along
a compactified 4th spatial dimension. The electron has heavier analogues the muon and the
tauon ; it seems reasonable to me then that an over simple model could be constructed of the
electron as a bare charge â€” the simplest oscillation along this 4th spatial dimension, with its
rest mass somehow? Now, of course, the electron is more complicated than this and has other
properties â€” for example it is involved in the weak interaction e. So this simple model cannot
be particularly accurate. What are your thoughts on estimating the size of electrons from
extra-dimensional theories? Valid or invalid? Presumably there are actually proper derivations
by actual physicists with actual math involved? As for general comments about
extra-dimensional theories, I am probably not qualified to say much. All I can say is that as a
condensed matter theorist I have never felt compelled to take any of them particularly seriously.
I like the visual images in this paper â€” I have long enjoyed thinking about the electron
wavefunction as something like a flowing fluid. It is implicit in the Schrodinger equation, which
is what this article starts from! Namely, if the electron is very small, then in order for it to create
a noticeable magnetic field it has to be spinning really quickly. I would like to expand on your
picture of a spinning electrical field trapping an orthogonal magnetic field in the center of your

article. Dirac imagined the electron as coupled 2-spinors and derived the mass of the electron
from this coupling constant. Imagine if these coupled spinors spin, at the speed of light,
orthogonal to themselves exactly as your picture depicts. This was the first article I read on
Gravity and Levity, and it is delightful. Especially, and finally, a good discussion for the normal
person on spin. Apart from the old stand-by: somewhat slower than the speed of light. But the
intensity of that cloud decays very quickly with distance, exponentially in fact:. But you are right
that the electron inside an atom does not have one orbit radius, but rather a whole distribution
of different radii. As with the radius, it is best to think that the electron lives in a superposition
of a whole bunch of different orbits, with an exponential distribution of different velocities. My
favorite model pictures the electron as a massless ring of charge rotating at the speed of light.
The repulsive coulomb force is precisely cancelled by the attractive magnetic force, meaning
that no net energy is required to assemble the ring, allowing us to set the radius to any value we
choose. The mass-energy of the electron in this case comes entirely from the momentum of the
rotating charge stream in much the same way that a box containing light, whose mass energy is
pure momentum, will still appear to have inertial mass from the outside. Put another way, a
current loop has a finite positive self-inductance, which means that it takes energy to get a
current flowing. So adding a rotation to the ring of charge would only add to the electrostatic
part of the self-energy rather than mitigating it. I have an idea on electron magnetic moment
now about to give up. This idea came up from my experiment with magnets which produce
beautiful epitrochoidal angular patterns while spinning freely in air. What if electron have large
angular oscillation of its magnetic dipole at a frequency beyond our measurement capabilities
and we only observe its time averaged value as z component. This may give a new degree of
freedom to electron allowing excited states and ability to flip its magnetic moment without
changing its angular moment by an resonant kick. Why we accept positive binding energy for
quarks in order to make proton, neutron so heavy, but not for electrons? It is said that spin of
electron and may other particles have no classical description. I wonder the exotic rotation
combined with angular oscillations patterns of my floating magnets can fulfill quantum spin
requirements? This would make an excellent dark matter candidate. The problem with your idea
is that whenever we measure the z-component or any component of the magnetic moment of an
electron, we always get the same answer: with a plus or minus sign. This is inconsistent with
your picture of a rapidly oscillating classical magnetic dipole, or with any other classical theory.
Now assume that with this dynamics, it represent the electron. Within this dynamics, this object
still have an average magnetic moment on the vertical axis Z but it is a fraction of the magnetic
moment of the actual magnet. Now this motion is fast enough so we cant never measure this
moment but only the time average on axis Z which corresponds to the known value. Argh, this
is a nightmare. But what on earth do I use for r??? Definitely the concept of viscosity becomes
questionable. If you include this into the calculations you may conclude that:. The above
calculation is an approximation. However, in the limit of small R the second term is dominant.
This the Compton wavelength. For the electon its value is 2. These ideas are simple and
consistent with Classical Electrodynamics. I hope that , in the future, these results may be
confirmed experimentaly. Best regards,. Hi Humberto. Sorry, your comment got caught in my
spam filter. As you say below, the compton wavelength is cm or meters. I think that the schism
between quantum field theory and GR has been resolved. Carlo Rovelli is and Italian Physicist
who has worked on loop quantum gravity for many years. According to Carlo space-time is not
continuous but discrete, and at this level time does not exist. This book is inexpensive and
worth a read. A neverending quest, so it seems. This wavelength is velocity-dependent, so at
high energies speeds the electron contracts and becomes indistinguishable from a point
charge. You are commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting using your Google
account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You are commenting using your
Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me of new posts via email.
Email Address:. Create a free website or blog at WordPress. Gravity and Levity. April 11,
Remember, for example, that electrical currents create magnetic fields: and that current is just
moving electric charge. In particular, if you set , and require that , then you get that the size of
the electron must be bigger than m. Share this: Facebook Twitter Reddit. Like this: Like Loading
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phenomenon called electron fractionalization, in certain materials an electron can be broken

down into smaller "charge pulses," each of which carries a fraction of the electron's charge.
Although electron fractionalization has many interesting implications, its origins are not well
understood. The method allows the researchers to observe single-electron fractionalization on
the picosecond scale. Our work is the first to combine single-electron resolutionâ€”which
allows us to address the fractionalization process at the elementary scaleâ€”with time
resolution to directly visualize the fractionalization process. The technique that the researchers
used is called the Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment, which can be used to measure the degree of
resemblance between two photons, or in this case electron charge pulses, in an interferometer.
This experiment also requires a single-electron emitter, which some of the same researchers,
along with many others, have recently been developing. The researchers first analyzed the
propagation of a single electron in the interferometer's outer one-dimensional wire, and then
when that electron fractionalized, they could observe the interaction between its two charge
pulses in the inner one-dimensional wire. As the researchers explain, when the original electron
travels along the outer wire, Coulomb interactions interactions between charged particles
between excitations in the outer and inner wires produce two types of excitation pairs: two
pulses of the same sign carrying a net charge and two pulses of opposite signs which together
are neutral. The two different excitation pairs travel at different velocities, again due to Coulomb
interactions, which causes the original electron to split into two distinct charge pulses. The
experiment reveals that, when a single electron fractionalizes into two pulses, the final state
cannot be described as a single-particle state, but rather as a collective state composed of
several excitations. For this reason, the fractionalization process destroys the original electron
particle. Electron destruction can be measured by the decoherence of the electron's wave
packet. Gaining a better understanding of electron fractionalization could have a variety of
implications for research in condensed matter physics, such as controlling single-electron
currents in one-dimensional wires. For such control, one-dimensional conductors are useful, as
they offer the possibility to guide the electrons along a one-dimensional trajectory. However,
Coulomb interactions between electrons are also very strong in one-dimensional wires, so
strong that electrons are destroyed: they fractionalize. Understanding fractionalization is
understanding the destruction mechanism of an elementary electron in a one-dimensional wire.
Such understanding is very important if one wants to control electronic currents at the
elementary scale of a single electron. In the future, the researchers plan to perform further
experiments with the Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer in order to better understand why
fractionalization leads to electron destruction, and possibly how to suppress fractionalization.
This would first provide a complete understanding of the fractionalization mechanism and in
particular how it leads to the decoherence of single-electron states. It would also offer the
possibility to test if single electrons can be protected from this decoherence induced by
Coulomb interaction. Can we suppress or reduce the fractionalization process by reducing the
strength of the Coulomb interaction? We would then be able to engineer and visualize pure
single-electron states, preserved from Coulomb interaction. Again, the question of the
destruction of such states by Coulomb interaction effects will be a crucial one. More from Other
Physics Topics. Your feedback will go directly to Science X editors. Thank you for taking your
time to send in your valued opinion to Science X editors. You can be assured our editors
closely monitor every feedback sent and will take appropriate actions. Your opinions are
important to us. We do not guarantee individual replies due to extremely high volume of
correspondence. Learn more Your name Note Your email address is used only to let the
recipient know who sent the email. Neither your address nor the recipient's address will be used
for any other purpose. The information you enter will appear in your e-mail message and is not
retained by Phys. You can unsubscribe at any time and we'll never share your details to third
parties. More information Privacy policy. This site uses cookies to assist with navigation,
analyse your use of our services, and provide content from third parties. By using our site, you
acknowledge that you have read and understand our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Home
Physics General Physics. An artistic illustration of electron fractionalization. When an electron
travels along the outer 1D wire in an interferometer, the Coulomb interaction between the outer
and inner 1D wires produces two types of excitation pairs, as shown here: two pulses of the
same sign carrying a net charge and two pulses of opposite signs which together are neutral.
Because the two different excitation pairs travel at different velocities, the original electron
eventually splits into two distinct charge pulses in the inner wire. Credit: Freulon, et al. Explore
further. More information: V. Freulon, et al. DOI: This document is subject to copyright. Apart
from any fair dealing for the purpose of private study or research, no part may be reproduced
without the written permission. The content is provided for information purposes only. China's
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Thousands of organizations spanning all industries use Electron to build cross-platform
software. If you can build a website, you can build a desktop app. It takes care of the hard parts
so you can focus on the core of your application. Electron uses Chromium and Node. Electron
is an open source project maintained by GitHub and an active community of contributors.
Compatible with Mac, Windows, and Linux, Electron apps build and run on three platforms. To
get started with Electron, check out the resources below. Learn how to wrap your web app with
Electron, access all the APIs, and generate installers. See what's possible with Electron with
sample code and helpful tips for building your app. Download from GitHub. View all releases on
GitHub. Electron Fiddle lets you create and play with small Electron experiments. It greets you
with a quick-start template after opening â€” change a few things, choose the version of
Electron you want to run it with, and play around. Then, save your Fiddle either as a GitHub Gist
or to a local folder. Once pushed to GitHub, anyone can quickly try your Fiddle out by just
entering it in the address bar. Download from GitHub See more info. Ask questions in the
Discuss forum. Follow electronjs on Twitter for important announcements. Need to privately
reach out? Email info electronjs. Choose Your Site Language. Deutsch German. Black Lives
Matter. Support the Equal Justice Initiative and read our statement here. It's easier than you
think If you can build a website, you can build a desktop app. Web Technologies Electron uses
Chromium and Node. Open Source Electron is an open source project maintained by GitHub
and an active community of contributors. Automatic updates. Crash reporting. Windows
installers. Get started To get started with Electron, check out the resources below. Try more
powerful experiments with Electron Fiddle Electron Fiddle lets you create and play with small
Electron experiments. Keyboard Shortcuts. Electron was founded on the belief that energy
systems of the future would need digitally optimised marketplaces rather than large scale new
generation capacity, in order to deliver Net Zero in a cost efficient and resilient way. To read
more about our projects click here. A future with a highly dynamic and flexible grid, where
millions of distributed assets can easily interact and contribute to a more efficient, clean, and
resilient energy system. Strategic parnership with energy utilities and market participants.
Electron has an established track record of successful projects with utilities, system and
network operators globally, which have already enabled grid innovation unlocking of value
opportunities, and the creation of new business models for market participants. Paul Ellis
founds Electron to explore inefficiencies in energy market systems. Electron wins innovation
grant to develop and scale a distributed register for energy meter IDs Press Release. Electron
announces consortium of industry heavyweights for flex market design Press Release. Electron
hosts first industry-wide hackathon to develop new energy services on its distributed asset
register infrastructure Press Release. Electron launches first live marketplace for trading
capacity obligations Press Release. Electron announces funded projects to advance flexibility
markets in Switzerland and South Korea. Electron is named a Cleantech Top out of 13,
innovators from 90 countries. Ovo invests in Electron Press Release. Electron announces
development of the first shared, distributed asset register between three system and network
operators Press Release. Electron wins government funding to develop a multi-market flexibility
platform plus partners incl. Electron takes first live, real-time local marketplace in Orkney Press
Release. About Us Our Story Electron was founded on the belief that energy systems of the
future would need digitally optimised marketplaces rather than large scale new generation
capacity, in order to deliver Net Zero in a cost efficient and resilient way. Our Vision A future
with a highly dynamic and flexible grid, where millions of distributed assets can easily interact
and contribute to a more efficient, clean, and res
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ilient energy system. Core Competencies Electron has core competencies in:. Q4 Paul Ellis
founds Electron to explore inefficiencies in energy market systems. Q1 Electron announces
consortium of industry heavyweights for flex market design Press Release Q1 Electron hosts
first industry-wide hackathon to develop new energy services on its distributed asset register
infrastructure Press Release Q3 Electron launches first live marketplace for trading capacity
obligations Press Release Q4 Electron announces funded projects to advance flexibility
markets in Switzerland and South Korea. Q1 Electron is named a Cleantech Top out of 13,
innovators from 90 countries Q1 Ovo invests in Electron Press Release Q2 Electron announces
development of the first shared, distributed asset register between three system and network
operators Press Release Q2 Electron wins government funding to develop a multi-market
flexibility platform plus partners incl. To explore more about our team and values Click Here.

